
What is true?



 

You’ve come a long way!

 

Let’s a take moment to 

recognise that.



Pause and think about where you were

before Ready for Change.

 

Were you stuck in self-deception?

Did you believe your own bullshit?

Did you prioritise everyone over yourself?

Were you incapable of setting boundaries?

 



It’s so easy to see how we create lives around

TRUTHS that aren’t true.
 
 
 
 

It’s clear that we can think we KNOW

OURSELVES but in fact we are just attached

to stories of who we think we are.
 
 
 
 

It’s a travesty that most of us go through our

lives not even really liking ourselves.



This is not the case for you.

What is true is your capacity

and willingness to change. 

To rewrite the truths. 

To recognise yourself as the

thinker of your thoughts and
 

 

NOT YOUR THOUGHTS!



So ask yourself how committed you are to this. 

 

Remember that you are either committed to one

thing or the other!

 

“You cannot be committed to your bullshit and your

growth at the same time”
 

What are you willing to let go of?



 

As we close out the learning here - the truth is

the path is only just starting to open up.

 

Can you stay in integrity with yourself as you move

forward?
 

What do you need in order to stay in the work?
 

What promises can you make to yourself and KEEP

each and every day?

 



 

Here’s a slightly annoying truth…! 
The discomfort of your pain and growth is

what evolves us.

 

If the journey has been uncomfortable you

are RIGHT ON TRACK!

 



All the cracks, all the triggers have

information for you.

 

They are the secret code.
 

So don’t run from them - observe

them with curiosity.



Remember  
Your life is reflecting you. Whatever is

happening in your outside world is a

reflection of your internal world. 

Start and end the work with 
 

 

YOU!



 

 

You 

are the silver bullet for your life.
 



 

The truth is that the more you sit in

your power, 

get out of your head and align to your

values  

the better your life will be.

 



 

The truth is  

anything is

possible.
 


